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Plant Science: Growth, Development, and Utilization of Cultivated Plants, Fifth Edition, is an

outstanding resource for anyone with an interest in how plants are grown and utilized for

maintaining and adding enjoyment to human life. The text starts with the fundamentals of botany,

plant physiology, and environmental factors affecting plant growth, while later sections integrate

those topics into strategies of producing plants for human use as food, fiber, and recreation. The

concept of sustainability and sustainable methods of growing plants runs throughout the text.

Whether you are familiar or unfamiliar with plant science, this book will give you a firm

understanding of concepts and terminology related to the growing of plants.
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College textbook, so it is as expected. Couple of issues - it is too large and heavy for a softcover -

whichever way you carry it in a bag, it collapses and bends. Also, the introduction chapter is poorly

written and hard to read. The other parts I have read are better.

I am fascinated by plants as a horticulture student and this book is fairly easy to read, yet does a

great job of explaining key concepts all the way from the plant cell biology to macro farming

techniques and how to use land responsibly.

Came in brand new and now damage in the packing. The book is in color of course and is easier to



carry because it is not a hard cover book. Much lighter than a hard cover and a great purchase!

Plant Science Growth , student friendly and cost acceptable.The quality of the book was great. It

met my expectation. The timeliness from order to receipt of the book also met my expectationsof a

great organization exchanging goods and services on a large scale.

Needed this book for school, decent condition, does the trick!

This book arrived quickly and in excellent condition. It is a wonderful resource, so much so that I did

not sell it back after my class was over. It will remain a part of my reference library.

>Love the book. Like I said this is a must have book if you are a serious Hort student. Wonderful

reference.

This text is well written, superbly illustrated, organized and has an excellent glossary of horticultural

terms. I would recommend it to any educators looking for an outstanding plant science text.
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